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Abstract—This paper presents a differential protection scheme
for power transformer based on support vector machine (SVM),
which is able to provide effective discrimination between internal
faults and other disturbances, such as magnetizing inrush
currents and overexcitation conditions. The feature vector is
obtained from differential signal by using standard deviation of
detail 1 coefficients of wavelet transform. This feature vector is
then fed to SVM classifier as an input for discrimination. Various
simulation cases are simulated for transformer internal faults,
various magnetizing inrush current conditions, overexcitation
conditions and normal operating conditions at different loadings.
An existing power transformer of Maharashtra State Electricity
Transmission Company Ltd. (MSETCL), Maharashtra, India is
modeled for simulation studies using MATLAB Simulink software
package.
Index Terms—Power transformer, support vector machine
(SVM), wavelet transform.

I. INTRODUCTION
The power transformer is one of most important equipment
in electrical power system. Due to its immense importance its
protection is also very important. Relays currently used for
protection of power transformer are differential current based
and uses filters to restrain the second harmonic component
and sometimes even fifth harmonic component for avoiding
false tripping against the magnetizing currents [2]. However
harmonic component can be reduced by using proper
magnetic material for manufacturing transformer core [4].
Some researchers have used artificial-neural-network (ANN)
based protection technique to differentiate between
magnetizing inrush frominternal faults in power transformers
[5]. Also large number of training data samples, slow
convergence duringtraining, and a tendency to overfit data
are the limitations ofANN-based schemes. [7] Proposed a
decision making method based on wavelet transform for
discriminating internal faults from inrush currents but
overexcitation conditions have not considered by them.
Different waveform identification methods basedon
principal component analysis (PCA) and mathematical
morphology (MM) have been proposed [8], [9].
Afterwards,[10] proposed power transformerprotection
scheme based on a combination of S-transform andpattern
classifiers. and [11] presented a method based on
instantaneous frequency for the average differentialpower
signal to distinguish internal faults from the
magnetizinginrush. Here also, the discrimination between

internalfaults and overexcitation conditions has not been
considered forthe two aforementioned techniques.
In this paper special types of internal faults, such as turn to
turn and primary to secondary winding faults are also
considered which are not considered by other researchers.
Also this paper uses a SVM-based fault discrimination
technique which can effectively discriminates between
internalfaults (including special types of faults such as
turn-to-turn andprimary-to-secondary winding) and other
types of disturbances,such as magnetizing inrush and
overexcitation.
II. MODELING AND SIMULATION
Fig. 1 shows the model of a 3-phase, 50-Hz, 200-MVA,
220/132-kV, power transformer of MSETCL, Maharashtra,
India, considered in this paper. The modeling is performed
using the MATLAB Simulink. Three-phase differential
current samples for one-cycle duration are acquired through
CTs connected on both sides of the power transformer. The
method used for generating various simulation cases for
different types of internal faults and other disturbances is
explained in next sections.
220/132 kV, 200 MVA, 50 Hz, Y-d
Power Transformer
220 kV line
from source

CT

CT

132 kV line
to load

Relay

Fig.1. Single-line diagram of the MATLAB Simulink model.

A. Internal faults
Various types of internal faults, such as line to ground, line
to line, double line to ground, turn to turn, and primary to
secondary windings have been simulated in MATLAB
Simulink.
1) Line to Ground (LG), Line to Line (LL), and Double
Line to Ground (LLG) Faults: A model is developed in
MATLAB Simulink to simulate various types of internal
faults. Various types of internal winding faults, namely, LG,
LL, and LLG are applied at the terminal of the transformer,
with a varying fault inception angle (FIA) at 0°, 80°, and 160°
and different source impedance 100%, 120% and 80%.
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2) Turn to Turn Fault: It has observed that 70%–80% of beused. In order to check this phenomenon, various
power transformer failures are due to turn to turn insulation overexcitationconditions are simulated with different values
failures. These interturnfaults are because of the deterioration of terminalvoltages 115% and 125% of rated voltage ofthe
of the insulation dueto thermal, electrical, and mechanical power transformerwith +/-5% variation infundamental
stresses. If these faults arenot detected quickly, then they may frequency (50 Hz).
3) Normal Operating Condition: For a normal
convert into more seriousground faults and may lead to
operatingstate,
simulations have been carried out at different
arcing in the power transformertank. Although the traditional
loading
conditions
with different values of source impedance
relays are able todetect these faults, the detection is delayed
and
switching
instances.
and may lead tointerwinding faults. Turn to turn faults are
modeled in Simulink using transformer with tapings by
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION USING WAVELET
shorting winding by 2% and 4% on both primary and
TRANSFORM
secondary side.
There are various types of mother wavelets available, such
as
Harr, Daubichies (db), Couflet (coif), symmlet (sym), etc.
3) Primary to Secondary Winding Faults: For economic and
The
choice of the mother wavelet plays animportant role in
insulation design constraints, the low-voltage (LV) winding
the
characterization
of the signal under study. The mother
is usually placed on the transformer core, whereas the
wavelet,
whose
characteristics
match closely with the signal
high-voltage (HV) winding is placed over the LV winding,
under
consideration,
would
be
the
best choice. It has found in
away from the core with interwinding insulation between LV
the
literature
that
the
db
wavelet
is
the most suitable one for
and HV windings. Gradual aging and electrical and thermal
fault
signals
[14].
Therefore,
in
this
paper also, db wavelet
stresses developed in power systems reduce the mechanical
has
been
used
for
the
first
stage
analysis
of fault current
and dielectric strength of the transformer windings. This will
signals.
After
performing
first
level
decomposition
of current
cause deterioration or damage to interwinding insulation and
signals
with
the
db4
wavelet
and
using
standard
deviation
of
sometimes the windings also. Primary to secondary winding
detail
1
coefficients,
fault
discrimination
accuracy
of
the
faults are simulated by shorting primary and secondary
winding with different source impedance value and at various order of 99.667% is obtained. An increase in decomposition
level requires larger computational time and, hence, related
fault inception angles.
hardware. Therefore, higher level decomposition is not
B. Other System Disturbances
considered.
Various disturbances, such as inrush of different types
Figs. 2–7 show waveforms for differential current along
(residual inrush, sympathetic inrush, and recovery inrush) with standard deviation (using detail 1 co-efficient of db4
andthe overexcitation situation have been considered for wavelet) during an internal fault, magnetizing inrush, and the
generatingsimulation cases.
overexcitation condition, respectively. It can to be observed
1) Magnetizing Inrush: When a transformer is switched from Figs. 2–7 that the pattern of standard deviation is
onat an instant when the prospective flux of the transformer entirely different for internal fault, magnetizing inrush, and
isdifferent from the instantaneous flux, a peaky saw tooth the overexcitation condition respectively. Hence, it can be
current, known as magnetizing inrush, initially flows through effectively used as an input to the SVM classifier.
thetransformer. If an energized transformer is disconnected
fromthe supply, the possibility exists that the flux does not
become zero. This flux is known as residual flux and
inrushcurrent flowing through the winding after
re-energizationof the transformer is known as initial inrush
including residual magnetism.This situation has been
simulated with a variation in source impedance at different
switching angels having the positiveand negative polarity of
residual flux and with differentloading conditions on the
transformer.
Sympathetic magnetizing inrush occurs on an in service
Fig.2. Differential current during internal fault condition
power transformer, upon switching on of a parallel
connectedtransformer. The dc component of the inrush
current may resultinto saturation of the energized transformer
and can causesuperimposed inrush current to flow through
the in servicetransformer. To illustrate sympathetic inrush,
various simulationshave been carried out with different
loading conditionsand various phase angles of source
impedance.
2) Overexcitation Condition: In order to avoid tripping
ofthe differential protection scheme during an overexcitation
Fig.3. Standard deviation of db4 wavelet
condition,a separate transformer overexcitation circuit should
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samples/cycle). This three-phase current sample is
decomposed (up to level 1), and standard deviation is
obtained which forms feature vector. These feature vectors
are used as an input to the SVM classifier for training and
testing of the proposed algorithm. SVM discriminates
between the internal fault and disturbance in the form of
output of the SVM (“1”’ for an internal fault and “-1” for
Fig.4. Differential current during magnetizing inrush
disturbances and normal operating condition).
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.7. Standard deviation of db4 wavelet

TABLE I. TRAINING AND TESTING DATASETS

IV. SVM-BASED SCHEME
SVM is emerged as a very powerful tool in order to
solveclassification problems. A classification task usually
involvestraining and testing of some data instances. The goal
of the SVMis to produce a model that predicts the target value
of data instancesin the testing set, which are given only the
attributes.The SVM technique has been, implemented in a
MATLAB environmentusing already available functions in
MATLAB. The svmtrain function is used for training the
SVM with 50% of datasets and svm classify function is used
for testing 50% of datasets. Here linear kernel functions are
considered for SVM.
A. Scheme
First the SVM is configured using training data set.The
input feature vector for each simulation case is obtained with
first level wavelet decomposition of three phase differential
current samples of one cycle duration, which can be easily
acquired through conventional current transformers. Three
phase current samples for one cycle duration (3×80
samples/cycle) are combined to get single signal (1×240

Internal Faults

Fault: LG, LL, LLG (18) × Source
impedance: 100%, 20%, 80% (3)
× Fault inception angle: 0°, 80°,
160° (3)
Primary to secondary winding
fault (3) × Source impedance:
100%, 120%, 80% (3) × Fault
inception angle: 0°, 80°, 160° (3)

Turn to turn faults (6) × % fault
turns: 2%, 4% (2) × Source
impedance: 100%, 120%, 80% (3)
× Fault inception angle: 0°, 80°,
160° (3)

Residual
inrush

108

Load: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% (4)
× Residual flux: 0, 0.8, -0.8 p.u.
(3)× Source impedance: 100%,

Internal
Faults cases
= 297
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120%, 80% (3) × Angle of
method gives an overall accuracy of 99.667% using
switching: 0°, 80°, 160° (3)
Other
full-cycle fault/disturbance current signals.
Recovery
inrush

Sympathetic
inrush

Over-excitatio
n

Normal
operating
conditions





Load: 50%, 100% (2) × External
fault type: LL, LLG, LLL (4) ×
Angle of switching: 0°, 80°, 160°
(3)
Load: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% (4)
× Source impedance: 100% at 25°,
85° (2) × Angle of switching: 0°,
80°, 160° (3)
Load: 50%, 100% (2) × voltage
115%, 125% (2) × frequency
50Hz, 47.5Hz, 52.5Hz (3) ×
Source impedance: 100%, 120%,
80% (3)× Angle of switching: 0°,
80°, 160° (3)
Load: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% (4)
× Source impedance: 100%,
120%, 80% (3) × Angle of
switching: 0°, 80°, 160° (3)

disturbance
s and
Normal
condition
cases = 300

VII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The proposed scheme can be implemented using digital
relays and better accuracy in discrimination between inrush
current and internal faults can be achieved.
APPENDIX
Source data: Z = 20.09+j240.838 Ω
Power transformer data of MSPGCL: 3-phase, 50 Hz, 200
MVA, 220 kV/132 kV, Star-Delta, Power Transformer
(ICT-1) present at 220 kV MSETCL Substation, Amravati,
Maharashtra. Reactance per phase at normal taps 10.62%.
Current transformer data: CT ratio 1:400 on HV side and
1:600 on LV side.

Total number of data sets = 597
Training data (50%) = 299
Testing data (50%) = 298
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